
Place the picture that finishes the pattern below.

OCEAN PATTERNS



CONNECT THE DOTS
Connect the dots to reveal our mystery sea friend!
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Write down all of the steps a person would need to take to collect seashells.

SEASHELL 
COLLECTION SEQUENCING



Draw a mirror picture of the turtle on the blank side of the paper.

OCEAN 
CREATURE SYMMETRY



ONE WACKY DAY AT SEA

It was a _________day and a sailor was watching the sea from his 

boat, much like any other day. However, today wasn’t an ordinary day. 

It all started when the sun _________hid in the clouds. The day 

suddenly turned _________and the sailor started to look around. The 

_________started to _________swim towards the boat.

Not knowing what to do, the sailor started to sail the _________boat 

in the same direction as the other sea animals. The sailor looked up and 

was surprised to see _________falling from the sky! The sailor 

needed to _________sail the boat to avoid getting hit.

The sailor sailed until the sun started to peak out of the clouds again. 

They said ________ when they saw the sun.  The sailor’s sea friends 

also returned and the sailor felt  ________to see them again. 

Sailor _________waved goodbye and _________sailed home.

(WEATHER)

(ADVERB)

(ADJECTIVE)

(PLURAL SEA ANIMAL) (ADJECTIVE)

(ADJECTIVE)

(PLURAL NOUN)

(ADVERB)

(EXCLAMATION)

(EMOTION)

(NAME) (ADVERB)

Have a friend give you the parts of speech fo the missing words. 
They'll fill them in and you'll read your hilarious together!



OCEAN OBSERVATIONS

OBSERVATIONS
Draw or write what you see.

QUESTIONS
Now that you’ve observed, what do you want to know?

PREDICTIONS
What do you think are the 
answers to your questions?

ANSWERS
How could you find these answers?

Observe and write down your observations, questions, predictions, and answers below.



MY TREASURE MAP
Fill out the map with landmarks and other symbols 

to help your fellow pirates find your treasure.



MY TREASURE MAP
Fill out the map with landmarks and other symbols to help your fellow pirates find your treasure.


